[New aspects in uv and photochemotherapy].
Recent data show that from a pharmacological point of view topical (cream or bath) PUVA therapy is superior to systemic PUVA. Due to a significant reduction of side effects compared to systemic PUVA, bath PUVA has now started to replace oral PUVA therapy. Narrowband UVB has proved to be superior to broadband UVB in the treatment of psoriasis and is effective for a number of dermatoses such as vitilgo, atopic dermatitis and polymorphic light eruption. UVA1 phototherapy is highly effective in the treatment of moderate to severe atopic dermatitis and sclerosing diseases of the skin. Data dealing with UVA1 phototherapy for other indications are still preliminary. High-dose UVA1 is has been widely replaced by medium-dose UVA1, as a number of studies have shown similar therapeutic efficacy of both dose regimens.